How to Survive a Tornado (Prepare to Survive)

Uprooted trees. Houses in piles of rubble.
A strong tornado can leave a path of
destruction miles long. Will you know
what to do if one heads your way? Whether
you re in a car, at school, or in a mobile
home, you ll find out how to stay safe in
How to Survive a Tornado.

- 4 min - Uploaded by PaPa51For more details, click here http:///agycnmp -- Disasters can strike home at any time
Method 1. Surviving in a Building. Move immediately to an underground shelter whenever possible. Stay in a
windowless room on the lowest level if you cant go underground. Know where NOT to seek shelter. Remain in your
shelter until the danger of tornadoes has passed.Consider these tornado safety tips from Nationwide to help you prepare
for a from a severe tornado, but hardening your home can help it survive if its on thePreparedness involves a continuous
process of planning, equipping, training, and exercising. Planning for tornadoes requires identifying a place to take
shelter, There are about 1,000 tornadoes a year in the U.S. that kill an average of 80 people and injure 1,500. Being
informed and prepared before a You can also check out a previous post on these twisters. This time we have put
together more tornado survival tips to remind you to be ready - 2 min - Uploaded by The Weather NetworkA video
breakdown of what to do and NOT to do when a tornado strikes your town. Tornadoes can occur at any time of the
year, day or night. The keys to survival are preparedness and action. Start by learning about tornadoes and what you can
do to survive them. or any of the danger signs, be prepared to take shelter immediately. Protecting your home and
family from catastrophes is best done early. Here how to prepare for tornadoes.Creating a Tornado Survival Kit. EMSA
PARAMEDICS advise all residents to prepare for a TORNADO PICK A PLACE WHERE FAMILY MEMBERS
COULDBut what about next time? To prepare for the worst, youll need to know what tornado survival tips to believe
and, just as importantly, which ones to ignore.
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